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h i g h l i g h t s

• A recommendation and privacy based cross-layer reputation mechanism (RP-CRM).
• The RP-CRM is secure, privacy preserving and efficient.
• Rapid and accurate detection and management of malicious node.
• The effective recommendation rate of RP-CRM is higher than that of SLCRM and FSLR.
• The successful acceptation rate of RP-CRM is better than that of SLCRM and FSLR.
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a b s t r a c t

Mobile cloud computing (MCC) is gaining popularity due to anywhere anytime data access. However, at
the same time it also introduces the new privacy and security threats that have become an obstacle to
the widespread use and popularity of MCC. In this paper, we propose a reliable recommendation and
privacy preserving based cross-layer reputation mechanism (RP-CRM) to provide secure and privacy-
aware communication process in wireless mesh networks (WMNs) based MCC (WM-MCC). RP-CRM
integrates the cross-layer design with recommendation reputation reliability evaluation mechanism and
the privacy preserving scheme to identify and manage the internal malicious nodes and protect the
security and privacy against internal multi-layer attack, bad mouthing attack and information disclosure
attack. Simulation results and performance analysis demonstrate that RP-CRM can provide rapid and
accurate malicious node identification and management, and provide security and privacy protection
against aforementioned attacks more effectively and efficiently.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Mobile cloud computing (MCC) is a new computing paradigm
that combines cloud computing with mobile devices and ubiqui-
tous wireless infrastructure [1,2]. MCC has wide applications in
various different areas [3] such as entertainment, health, games,
business, and social networking. At the same time, the wireless
mesh networks (WMNs) have been accepted as a promising low-
cost and efficient solution for next-generation wireless network-
ing, with the ability to provide high-speed Internet access and
support mobile applications. Thus, WMNs have been deployed in a
broad range of applications such as MCC [4,5]. Therefore, building
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WMNs based MCC (WM-MCC) will be a viable solution for MCC
to implement the fast large-scale application. The architecture of
the WM-MCC is depicted in Fig. 1. The mobile client is connected
with the base transceiver station (BTS) and accesses to the mesh
backbone via themesh router; while mesh routers connect to each
other and communicate with the cloud by accessing the Internet
via the gateway.

Due to its features of shared medium, multi-hop decentralized
architecture and special communication mode, WM-MCC is
vulnerable to different security and privacy threats, especially
those arising from internal attacks launched by internal malicious
nodes [1,2,6–10]. Now, the privacy and security threats have
become an obstacle to the widespread use and popularity of the
WM-MCC. According to the survey in [11,12], 74% of IT Executives
and Chief Information Officers are not willing to adopt mobile
cloud services due to the risks associatedwith security and privacy.
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Fig. 1. WM-MCC architecture [2].

Security and privacy protection in WM-MCC are closely related
to trust [13]. Trust can characterize and learn the nodes’ actions
and the evolution of these actions over time, which facilitates
secure cooperation and is vital to construct an efficient and robust
solution for security and privacy-sensitive applications. The lack
of trust will restrict the users using the mobile cloud services.
Therefore, establishing trust among nodes is one of the most
challenging issues in WM-MCC.

As a key scheme for managing trust, the reputation mechanism
has been introduced as an effective approach to characterize
and quantify nodes behaviors for MCC. Although a number of
reputationmechanisms and reputation-based trust functions have
beenproposed in the literature, all existing reputationmechanisms
were based on the direct observation of layer-specifics to evaluate
the node reputation, thus ignoring many key factors of reputation
in other layers [9,10,13,14]. Moreover, they did not take into
account privacy preserving and dishonest recommendations that
are used to frame up good parties and/or boost trust values of
malicious peers.

To overcome the abovementioned shortcomings, a reliable rec-
ommendation and privacy preserving based cross-layer reputation
mechanism (RP-CRM) is proposed in this paper. To the best of our
knowledge, the RP-CRM is the first cross-layer reputation mech-
anism in MCC considering the recommendation reputation relia-
bility and privacy protection during the reputation computation
process. The major contributions of this work include:

(1) A cross-layer reputationmechanism integrating node forward-
ing at network-layer with channel collision at MAC-layer and
channel quality at physical-layer is proposed to resist multi-
layer attacks, preserving privacy andmake the detection ofma-
licious nodes more effectively and accurately.

(2) A node security relevance computation method is introduced
into the computation of the recommendation reputation
to make the recommendation information and the recom-
menders credibility more accurate. In addition, it will further
enhance the reliability and validity of the RP-CRM and defend
against the bad mouthing attack.

(3) A malicious node classification and management mechanism
based on the node security level (sl) and security class (sc)
is proposed, which makes the malicious nodes management
more accurately and flexibly and also improves the fault-
tolerance and the survivability of RP-CRM.Moreover, a newde-
sign of hierarchical key management protocol HKMP based on
the node sl and sc is proposed to protect the privacy and defend
against the information disclosure attack.

(4) Extensive OPNET simulation experiments are conducted to in-
vestigate the performance of RP-CRM. Experimental results
demonstrate that RP-CRM outperforms the existing mecha-
nism in terms of the reputation update, effective recommen-
dation rate, malicious node detection management and the
successful acceptation rate in the presence of multi-layer, bad
mouthing and information disclosure attacks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review some important related work. In Sections 3 and 4, we
present the proposed RP-CRM and the privacy preserving scheme,
respectively. In Section 5, we verify the effectiveness of our model
through extensive simulations. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 6.

2. Related work

Reputation mechanisms or reputation based trust models have
been widely studied in various fields of distributed networks to
support secure and trustworthy communications and enhance
collaborations among participants [9,10,13–20].

Li et al. [16] presented a hierarchical account-aided reputation
management system (ARM) to efficiently and effectively provide
cooperation incentives. TheARMbuilt a hierarchical locality-aware
dynamic hash table infrastructure for efficient and integrated op-
erations of both reputation and price systems. Liu et al. [17] pro-
posed a reputation mechanism to help nodes recognize selfish
nodes much earlier and decrease the convergence time for isolat-
ing selfish nodes by combining familiarity values with subjective
opinions. The familiarity value represents a nodes familiar degree
with another individual node and is used to calculate theweighting
factor that determines howmuch the node recommendation opin-
ion impacts on the reputation computation result. Sicari et al. [18]
proposed DARE (evaluating data accuracy using node reputation),
an architecture addressing both node reputation and run-timedata
trustworthiness. DARE is based on a hybrid wireless sensor/mesh
networks architecture and the use of the secure verifiable multi-
lateration technique to provide secure data aggregation and node
reputation, and allows the network to retain the trustworthiness
of aggregated data even in the presence of malicious nodes. Shen
et al. [19] presented a manual model and an automatic model for
P2P networks to accurately reflect node trust and provide guidance
for high-QoS server selection. The two models study the relation-
ship betweennode trust, reputation, and additional factors, andde-
rive accurate node trust of additional factors on reputation to truly
reflect node trust by removing the impact of additional factors on
reputation. Moati et al. [20] proposed a motivation and detection
model to motivate nodes during selection to behave normally by
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